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The News-on-the-Scene-Department: Walter and Agatha Voelpel
have recently returned from a
• delightful
vacation in Florida
and with them one of the most Volume Twenty-One
Fulton, Fulton County Kentucky, Friday, Nov. 14, 1952
interesting stories
we've ever
Number Forty-Six
heard about our out-of-town usbscribers. Walter and Agatha stopped at a service station in Tarpon Springs, Florida on their way
home and the extra-eager attendants really gave their car a thorough going over. While doing so
they noticed the license plate on
the car and on finding that they
The more
Two great mass meetings will
were from Fulton were overjoy- of the First than 1200 members
Methodist Church of open and
This is Royalty time in West
close the
Mission's
ed, of course.
sentiment was concerned was the
Fulton will join the other Meth- work. The Youth
Kentucky. The schools in the area
Rally will be
odist churches in the area in the held Saturday night,
are taking a breathing spell now election of King Bailey Binford,
November
The attendants at the station greatest evangel
popular football star, musician
istic crusade in 15 at the First Methodist Church
that the frenzy of
were Mr. and Mrs. Charles Step- the history
competition
of
the
Methodist In Martin. A youth choir from the
and hard work has been done to and all-around good fellow of
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es of this section which
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asked the
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Isolation
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last and were told
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Visiting
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RED DEVILS!
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schedule.
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Junior High School.
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TWO MORE WEEKS
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A Factory Employing 150 Persons Could Add
Pretty Make-Up To Complexion of Our Town
A good many Fulton merchants have been
talking about going to the community development program meeting to be held at Kentucky Lake on November 20. The meeting is
one of three to be conducted by the Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce that have as their purpose main street- modernization, solutions to
parking problems, methods of merchandising,
procurement of industry and a score of other
things scheduled for discussion. The meeting
is well worth the time of any Fulton merchant
and businessman if he plans to attend.
In the line of industry procurement, which
is always a constant source of interest among
local people, we'd like to reprint an editorial
which appeared in the Parisian, a first class
newspaper of Paris, Tenn. The editor elaborates on a story that appeared in Pathfinder, and
if anybody has any doubts what a "small industry" can do for a community like ours, we
heart:1y endorse the following editorial for
your complete and thorough study.
The publisher- of the News hopes to join
other businessmen at the meeting. We wish
that the Chamber of Commerce and other interested organizations and
individuals will
form a huge motorcade going to the meeting.
It's very worthwhile and we know that something can come of it.
The editorial follows:
The October issue of Pathfinder, a magazine with national circulation, carries an interesting article on "Seven Ways to Get a New
Industry." Probably the most interesting part
of the well-written artic:e is the estimate on
just what iniPact a factory has upon a small
town or city.
According to the estimate a new industry
employing around 150 people brings these
benefits:
$400,000 in annual payroll.
$100,000 plant investment

THE

MORNING AFTER

Mrs. Paul Westpheling,
Fulton, Kentucky.

The article lists the seven ways of getting
organized, making a survey, asking for help,
picking a target, taking careful aim, being
honest, and not attempting to "buy" a plant.
The seven points add up to a strong cooperative effort well planned and carefully
nutured along with a lot of patience. No factory comes to a city overnight. There must be
a great deal of groundwork that may reach
back three or four years or even longer.
Under the warning against "buying" a
plant, the article cites our neighbor Union City
and states: "Union City, Tenn. (population
7685) told an interested manufacturer his taxes would be $440 a year. Other cities proposed
tax bills starting at $46,000. The_manufacturer
picked a higher tax rate in preference to the
Union City offer. He explained that such low
taxes couldn't provide the kind of schools, recreational facilities and other city services
that he wanted his employes to have."
The Paris Chamber of Commerce, carefully working toward another factory or two
for our city, is trying to bring forth results by
a careful, honest and systematic approach to
the problem. It may be some time before action is had but there is little doubt but what
in time efforts will pay off.
—The Parisian.

and sincere in your political conviction, even if
you did make the
mistake of going to the
wrong convention, and wish you continued
success in both poltitics and the news-paper
business.
Yours very truly,
C. M. Browder
November 14, 1952

I believe it was our understaniithag 1.1103
one of us was due the other a letter Ebout this
time, and it looks like it has fallen to me to
carry out the deal.
I want to extend you my heart-felt sympathy, as well as congratulations. It LS needless
to mention the occasion forathe sympathy, but
I want to congratulate you for helping to keep
the "old stomping-ground" (Kentucky) in the
Democratic column, which neither Steve nor
Harry could do for their own State.
I was very
much surprised to see both
Missouri and Illinois go for Ike, and still more
surprised this morning when I learned that
Steve's hand-picked Lieut., had lost the Governor's'}ace to his Republican opponent. I was
also surprised to see the large majority that
both Oklahoma and
Texas gave Ike, as I
thought there was a chance of them
going
either way.
I stayed with them last night until Ike
read Steve's congratulatory telegram, and
must say that I had no idea the landslide
wou!d be so strong, in fact I thought it was
going to be close either way.
I am sure that Gov. Stevenson is a good
man, alt_i that he would have made a much
better race if they had only "hobbled" Mr.
Truman and invoked the "gag rule" on him.

'Fbe..Republiesns have the chance of a life
time.now, and if they do not take advantage,
of it and make good on some of the many outstanding things, such as ending the war, Communism, graft, taxes, etc., in the next four
years, I will be just as strong to clean house
again and re-join your good old party, as I
want to see peace, above everything, honesty
and reasonable prosperity for all, and that is
the way I expect to vote, regardless of party
affiliations.
I am glad to have known you; enjoyed our
little argument; know that you were honest
•

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS

Post Office Box 485

Fulton, Kentucky

R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WIISTPEILING,
Editors and Publishers.

Mr. C. M. Browder,
Duncan, Oklahoma.
Dear Mr. Browder:
I says to Paul when I got home from that
there convention:
"Paul, the Democrats can't lose, cause the
Democratic party is the party of the peepul,
and the peepul, never had it so good. All those
"men who . . . " the politicians said were
gr-e-e-e-at Americans, said so too. Its in the
bag."
Then wha hoppened? We kept humming
that lil song that we sang so many times at
the convention:
"The farmers farrnin' every day,
"Makin' money, and that ain't hay
"Don't let 'ern take it away."
Then again:
"The worker's workin' every day
"Drives to work in a new coupe,
"Don't let 'em take it away."
Then at the end of the first chorus:
"So, when Election Day appears,
"Keep what you've had for twenty years,
"Don't let 'ern take it away.
"Don't let 'em take it,
"You've helped to make it,
"Don't let 'em take it away."
Paul, says I, the peepul would be crazy to
let 'em take it away. How did I know
that 33,000,000 peepul had holes in their heads.
Could
you figure that farmers wanted hay instead
of
money, that the workers didn't like the
coupes,
they wanted Cadillacs. Since the electio
n we
keep hearing about rabbits and rabbitt
hunting. Reminds us of a little poernwe
heard once
that reminds us of the peepul and the
election.
Wabbitts are a tunny wace,
The things they do is a disqwace
You'd be surpwised it you but knew,
The awful things that wabbitts do,
And during elections too.
So that explains it Mr. Browder. I
didn't
think I went to the wrong convent
ion. I just
sang the wrong song.
Your friend,

A member of the Kentucky Prom AsrueisOsa.
A member of the Fulton Ecaaty Fares swum

Trellis Mae Westpheling (Jo)

Subscription Rates 92.50 per year in
Hickman, Graves Counties„ Ky., and Obis.
and Weakley Counties, Tens.; Elsewhere
throughout the United States. 93.00 per year.

God reigns, and will "turn and
overturn"
until right is found supreme. —
Mary Baker
Dddy.

Entered as second class matter June 211, 1939
at the post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
he United States postal act of March, 1879.

All overmuch governing kills the
selfhelp
and energy of the governed. — Wendel
l Phillips.

Published Every Friday Of The Year.
There is. . . nothing that keeps the heart
young like sympathy, like giving inieseN
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
cause.—Anonymous.•

The proper function of a govern
ment is
to make it easy for the people to
do good and
difficult for them to do evil.--Glads
tone.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1952

MR POTTLEBY

While you live, tell truth and shame
the
devil—Shakespeare.
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41 moo my success to my wife—I never wanted to go home so
I worked late and kept getting promoted

r

From The Files:

Iries4ogiaf Bach ;As eiacde
25 YEARS AGO (Nov. 25, 1927):
The last football game of the
1927 season will be played Wednesday, with
Murray, on their
field. The team is in fine shape
after being victorious over Union
City last Friday.

by the Crutchfield High School.
Mr. Dildine, won the first contest
for the best violinist,
playing
"Over The Waves." He was presented a safety razor from the
Evans Drug Company.
The Griffin Brothers of Clinton
offered the prize
for the best
French harp solo, which was won
by Leroy Latta.

Accountant Thomas H. Chapman is at work auditing the city
books for South Fulton for a period of ten or eleven years back
so the present administration will
have a certified
record of all
money collected and paid out during that time for future referenea, and for the satisfaction of
the citizenship.

Mr. Wade won the prize for the
"best hog carer". Mr. and Mrs.
D. Wade won the prize for the
oldest married
couple. Orvell
Green won the prize for the best
cow caller. C. A. Turner won the
pr ze for the best
whistler of
"Yankee Doodle". C. D. Hastings
(18) and his wife (14) were presented the prize for the youngest
married couple.

The Clarence Saunders
Sole
Owner of his, name store closed
after being opened for business
one year on Church Street. The
keen competition in the grocery
and meat business in Fulton and
the excellent service rendered by
long established firms, leaves little room and no encouragement
for new establishments !along this
line to open here.
Rev. H. L. Hinch, pastor of the
First Cumberland Presbyterian
Church of Fulton has accepted a
call to the
First Cumberland
Presbyterian Church in Dyersburg and will enter upon his duties as pastor the first Sunday in
December.
The Lions Club will hold their
annual Thanksgiving banquet tonight, November 25, at the Usona
Hotel for the members and their
guests. Hon. L. L. Hindman, city
judge of Clinton will be the principal speaker of the evening. The
entire program will be under the
supervision of
President E. C.
Hardesty.
Jack Harrison of Union City
was seriously injured yesterday
when the
steering wheel of a
small roadster came
uncopuled
and the car plunged headlong into a ditch on the Union City-Fulton Highway.
The Old-Time Fiddlers Contest
was presented last Friday night

An announcement
party was
given Saturday night at the home
of Prof. and Mrs. D. D. Crisp to
announce the engagement and ap.
proaching marriage of Miss Irene
Brockman
to' Mr. Raymond
Vaughn. The nuptials will take
place Thanksgiving day at Pallicah, Ky. Prizes were won by
Misses Irene Brockman and Alma
Bushart.
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Bennett,
of Lindenhurst, N. Y., are visiting
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. J.
Bennett in the Beelerton community.
Rev. J. V. Freeman, pastor of
the First Methodist Church here,
is going to the Highland Heights
Methodist
Church in Memphis.
Rev. H. B. Vaught is the new pastor at the church here.
Miss Jessie Wade of Crutchfield
spent Saturday night with
her
friend, Miss Willie Everett. Several from the New Hope
Community
attended the Old Fiddlers' Contest at the Crutchfield
High School Friday night.
Mr. Halbert Finch of St. Louis
is spending a two weeks' vacation here with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. W. B. Finch.

Dick Oberlin:

etlfeitld4o
There is a good old saying to
the effect that you don't get anywhere in life unless you rise head
and shoulders above the average
run of man.
There is another
equally old
saying that whenever a man does
rise above the average, whenever
he achieves a degree of success,
he becomes a target for rocks.
That's the
position our state
university is in. The University
of Kentucky rose athletically above the run of colleges. It rose so
far above average that it became
a sort of national athletic menace.
So. when U-of-K was caught off
base with what amounted to professional athletes playing in disguise as amateurs the rocks came
thick and fast. The aim was to
knock the
university down to
size. Or maybe somewhat below
size.
There is no doubt, none at all,
that Kentucky was guilty of some
highly reprehensible
practices.
The fact that a good many other
colleges are strongly
suspected
of indulging in the same thing has
nei bearing on the case.
Someplace there had to be an
end of professionalism in intercollegeate ' athletics. It is most
unfortunate for our state that it
happened to be our state university that was caught.

Maeiroalgons
An effort is being made, and it
seems to me a real, genuine effort, to make the
business of
buying athletes so distasteful that
nobody will want to indulge in it.
It is safe to assume that a whole
lot of over-eager alumni of
a
whole lot of schools are shivering
in fear these nights in the security of their rooms.
The don't
want to oe caught.
And thereby hangs the good that
should and probably will come of
the great athletic scandals
of
1951-52. The lesson is such a bitter one and the punishment that
has been meted out is so excessi
ve
(and it seems to me, as to many
others to be grossly
excessive
punishment) that I
sharp halt
will be made to these unsavo
ry
practices.
There is one
thing Big Blue
partisans should remember—and
remember
well. The
Chicago
White Sox lived through just
as
bad a scandal many years
ago,
and came back to a strong
competitive position.
The University of
Kentucky
can regain its former heights
as
a football and basketball
power
after serving this year of penanc
e
if the desire is there. Most
Kentuckians will be more staunch
ly
than ever behind the school
If
the effort is made.
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Letters To The Editors
Route I
Fulton, Kentucky
November 9, 1952
Mr. Paul Westphefing
Fulton County News
Fulton, Kentucky.

It is not meant that the opening of such a
factory brings all or this immediately, tilt it is
an estimate that such a factory in a reasonable
length of time will be responsible for all the
above gains.

Dear Mrs. Westpheling:—
)
10c--7e.....

1

Marvatters

1S-room sehoolkonee.
12 stores.
2111 ears (sides and service).
12 preferdsoal settees.
EEO* annual farm-product market
12,11110,9911 in taxable valuation.
WAN in annual transportation revenue.
$2,944,009 annual trade.

The Editor Gets A Letter And Writes One;
Election Trouble: Sang A Zany Little Song
C. M. BROWDEFt
Real Estate and Investments
Duncan, Okla.

STRICTLY BUSINESS

another one much better. However, it will hurt my
children.
They will have to stand the crucifixion of poverty, despair,
bewilderment, and the awful futile
empty feeling that they can do
nothing about it.
Dear Sir:
True, we have much
higher
taxes, just to mention one issue.
Please accept this letter as one
money to pay
of thanks for upholding your be- But, I have the
them promptly. For five Years in
liefs during the recent campaign
the early thirties, I did not pay
and election of a President of The
my state or county taxes, because
United States.
I did not have the money.
So far, as I can ascertain your
Today I Wive a son that is ensmall but staunch paper, and the
tering the armed forces. My wife
Nashville
Tennessean were the and
I love him dearly. We are
only two
papers that dared to acutely
aware of the perils that
stand by their guns during this
will beset him. Possibly death.
election period.
Certainly many dreary and lonely
No one has more respect than 1
days away from hie wife and lovfor the supporters of the Republied ones. But he will be fed and
can Party, many of whom I am
clothed, and lastly, proud of his
proud to own as my
personal heritage. God
grant that be will
friends. I am also proud of the
not have to stand in long lines
small place I occupy as a Demowaiting hopefully for a bowl of
crat.
soup, as many thousands did in
The thorn in my side is that
my youth and early manhood, or
element of the American people
have to ask for "bean tickets" to
that are always wanting to "betkeep body and soul together as I
ter" their position.
had to do.
True, there are many undesirNo, the present trend of "Claim
able conditions ,existing in our
Jumpers" can do little to hurt me
country today. There always has
again. I can ride through on past
and will be. The bitterness in my
experiences, but as I have said
heart lies in the
fact that this before it will
hurt my childgen
great group of do-gooders" and
and their children also.
"party jumpers." have not offerPerhaps I am a Phophet of
ed one workable solution to the
Doom. I fervently
hope so. A
problem other than they just
burnt child fears fire. One of the
wanted a change.
greatest Americans that ever livNow they have it! In the raw.
ed, a President of The
United
May God have pity on the many
States, and a
Republican once
many mothers, and fathers, that
said, and I quote, "Trust in God,
are going to taste the gall of disbut keep your powder dry." unappointment when their miracles
quote.
Abraham Lincoln spoke
fail to materialize.
these words. This great man is adOnce more,
when
these mired to this day by Democr
ats
dreams fade and die, this same
as well as the party he representdissatisfied group will again claeded. This man is admired partly
mor for the blood of their Presibecause he stuck to his convictdent, AND A CHANGE.
ions.
Another Great Depression, such
Again I say thanks, for all your
as we had in the so-called "Hoovunretiring efforts shown in the
er Days" will not hurt me, as that
past campaign and
Presidential
one did. My experience of those
election. Very truly yours I am,
dire times will help me weather
Frank Gilbert.
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Steel rolling on steel

The

BIG question-

whit is bestfir what?
Some of the people who operate big highway
trucks say we're picking on them.
That's not true. We believe trucks should
do
a share of the nation's transportation job.
There are some jobs they can do better and
more economically. We, ourselves, own and
operate trucks to supplement our rail servic
e.
What we have said about the big trucks
is
this: that they should pay highway taxes in
proportion to the use they make of the highways and the damage they are doing to them.
If the big fellows can't afford to do this,
there
is something wrong. Maybe some of them
are
biting off mole than they can chew, trying
to
haul heavier loads farther than they
should.
When they attempt this, they are bucki
ng
cold steel facts that won't change for
anybody.
The fact is that, pound for pound, it is
easier
to move a loaded freight car than it is to push
a baby carriage. Steel wheels rolling
on steel
rails move more with less effort. That's why
railroads continue to haul the bulk of
the
nation's heavy freight—particularly over long
distances.
Steel rolling on steel and rubber rollin
g on
roads both have their share of transportati
on
work to do. Let's remove highway truck
subsidies. Then simple economies will
funnel
each kind of hauling to the outfit that
can do
it best.
W. A.Johnston
President

ILU N OIS CENTRAL
Main Line of Mid-America
•
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THESE WOMEN!

By crAlesalo

MISS JEAN HOLLAND AND
CHARLES WILLIAM FENWICK
ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED
Mr. and Mrs. William Holland
are announcing the engagement
and
approaching
marriage of
their daughter, Jean Holland, to
Charles William Fenwick, son of
Mrs. Nettie Fenwick Hicks, Water Valley and the late Charles
William Fenwick.
The ceremony will be read on
November 29, 1952 at 9:00 o'clock
a. m. with a nuptial Mass in St.
Edward's Church by the
Rev.
Leonard Reisz, assistant pastor.
Miss Holland is a graduate in
the class of
1949 from
Fulton
PULL SIZE, BIG CAPACITY

UNCLE HANK SEZ:

VUOTHERM
CIRCULATING OIL HEATER'

TO FIND OUT WHAT
KIND 0'MAN A FELLER IS.
JEST ?AKE HIM ON A
FTW OAYS CAMPIN'
1-RIP

Heats Monty, Big capacity oil
heaterwith genuine Duo-Therm
beating efficiency!
Neale beautifully! Superb new
nyLing.rich brown finish,brass
door pall!
Heats decent Exclusive Dual
Chamber Burner is clean burnlag on high or low firs setting
glves more beatfrom evety
of oIL

Z

Satre vale* features Automatic
Draft Minder ... Waste Stopper... Coordinated Controls.

Prices Start At

$57.00
BENNETT ELECTRIC
MAIN ST.

PHONE 201

Prompt repair service on ANY
make of radio at City Electric!
Large stocks of tubes, transformers, speakers and other essential parts au vays on hand.
Bring us your radios to be repaired.

401-205 COMPAM AL AVE

We stock only the latest models!
WESTINGHOUSE - ADMIRAL- PHILCO
MOTOROLA - RCA

ROPER RADIO SERVICE
324 Walnut Street

It's a Girl!
Mr. and Mrs. James Gilbert,
Fulton are the proud parents of a
seven pound, eleven ounce baby
girl, Patricia Fay, born Saturday,
November 8, 1952, at the Jones
Hospital.

"The way I get my husband to do things is to call somebody
in to give an estimate for the jobI"

anis, Carolyn -Allen, Hazel Bondurant, and Jean Hyland of Fulton
will attend.
After a full day of rehearsals,
starting at 9 a. m. in the college
auditorium and continuing until
2 p. m., Prof. Robert Baar, choral
director at Murray State, will
conduct a massed chorus made up
of all participants in an evening
performance, beginning at 7 p. m.
Included in the day's activities
will be a tea dance for the visiting high schoolers at 4 p. m. in
the lounge of the Fine Arts building. Visitors will also hear the
Murray State a
cappella choir
sing during the day.

WHITN EL
FUNERAL HOME
408 EDDINGS STREET

It's a Girl!
Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Denton,
Columbus are the proud parents
of a seven
pound, 14
ounce
baby girl, Deborah Jo, born November 9, 1952 at the Fulton Hospital.

For Ambulance Service Day or Night

Phone

88

Phone

Contract Funeral Home for and Member of
High School and is employed in Hotel in Jackson,
Tenn., with It's a Boy!
the office of the Henry I. Siegel Mrs. Fred
Standley, the former
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Inc.
and
Mr.
Mrs.
Cue
Webb,
Route
Company.
Mary Beth Wilford, of this city,
3, Martin, are the proud parents,
Mr. Fenwick is a graduate of hostess.
Central High School in East St.
The honoree's place was mark- of an eight pound, nine ounce
Louis, Illinois, and attended St. ed by a corsage of red carnations, baby boy, Michael, born NovemLouis University. He is now em- a gift of the hostess and she was ber 8, 1952 at the Haws Memorployed by the Illinois
Central presented a piece of silver in her ial Hospital.
Railroad and is also a member of chosen pattern.
It's a Girl!
the 71.8 Reserve Railroad BattalA
delectable
three-course
Mr. and Mrs. J. U. McKendree,
ion.
luncheon was served from an at- Fulton,
are the proud parents of
Complete plans for the cere- tractive luncheon table with full
a six pounds, eight ounce baby
mony will be announced at a la- flowers as the center piece.
girl. Marilyn born November 9,
ter date.
The guest list included: Miss 1952
at the Jones Hospital.
Atkins, Mrs. Smith Atkins, Mrs.
BEVERLY BURGESS HONORED J. 0. Lewis of Mayfield,
Mrs. It's a Girl!
WITH SURPRISE BIRTHDAY
Henry McNair, Mrs. Jack Moore,
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Bizzle, FulPARTY LAST THURS. NIGHT
Mrs. Frank Wiles of Martin, Mrs. ton are the proud parents
of an
Miss Jean Hyland and Jimmy Marcus Phillips, Mrs. Jimmy eight and one half pound baby
Lowery were hosts to a delightful 1 Witherspoon of Jackson, Mrs. J. girl, Beverly Ann, born Novemplanned surprise birthday party N. Wilford of Paris and the host- ber 8, 1952 at the Jones Hospital.
last Thursday night at the One
and All Club, honoring
Miss MRS. NICHOLS
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
AND
Beverly
Burgess on her
15th MRS. McGEE
HONORED
(Next Week)
birthday.
•
A very enjoyable time was had AT LOVELY SHOWER
Regularly 45c to 60c Roll
November 18, Florence Allen;
by all who attended. Games and I Mrs. Billy Ayres and Mrs. Bill November 18,
Bobby May, Honocontests were enjoyed during the I Hagan honored Mrs. Glover
Nich- lulu, Hawaii, Nap Brigham, W. L.
evening. Delicious refreshments ols, of Memphis, Tenn., the
for- Holland, Mrs. George Alley, and
of sandwiches, Cokes, and birth- mer Margaret Ferguson, and Mrs. Vernon
Robey; November 20,
day cake were served to about Bob McGhee, the former Betty Mrs. H. N.
Strong, Ed. Frields;
seventy-six invited guests.
June Thomas of Forest,
Miss., November 21, Nancy Wilson and
The honoree
received many with a lovely
pink and
blue Edna Adams; November 22, Arnice gifts.
shower Monday night at YMBC thur Roman.
room at 7:30 p. m.
MISS SUE EASLEY AND
WILLIAM EDWARD BYARS
Games and contests were playPLEDGE VOWS FRIDAY
ed and enjoyed by alL
The honorees
received many
ITS MUIR
Miss Sue Easley, daughter of lovely gifts.
Mr. and Mrse. Herman Easley of 'Delicious
refreshments were The Sensational New Invention
Fulton became the bride of Will- served to the following
Sutherlaud's "MD" Truss
Hurry! Limited Quantities
guests:
iam Edward Byars, son of Mr. Mesdames John
No Straps — No
Gatlin, Maurice No Belts
and Mrs. Ed Byars, in the par- Barham, Bill Jones,
Odors.
C. D. Lovelor of the First Methodist Church lace, Leland
Jewell,
Wayne Approved by Doctors — The
Friday morning, November 7, at Byassee, Ralph
World's Most Comfortable
Breeden, Charles
10 o'clock in the morning.
Truss.
Ray Brown, R. 0. Brown, I. M.
The pastor, Rev. Carl RObbins, Jones, Louis Holly,
Elmer Mcofficiated, using the impressive Natt, Roland Moss,
CTTY DRUG CO.
207 Church Street
Jewell Hinkle,
Phone 35
double ring ceremony, in the pre- Homer Fergerson,
Irby Holder, 408 Lake St.
Fulton
sence of the immediate families Gusta Hastings,
Misses
Alma
and friends.
Phillips, Nancy Breeden, Betty
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Hurd of Sue Johnson,
Linda Barns, KathClinton attended the couple.
erine Johnson, and Lillie KenThe attractive bride wore
a nedy.
gray suit, with snakeskin accessThe following sent
gifts but
ories and her calot of gray felt were
unable to attend: Mesdames
was edged with tiny flowers of H. H.
Adams, M. D. Phillips,
felt. She carried a prayer book, Shelton
Hart, Harry Bloodworth,
topped with a white orchid.
Hontus Moore, Toy Dunn, StanFollowing the
ceremony, Mr. ley Parham, W. P.
Ayres, L. J.
and Mrs. Byars left on an un- Clements,
Emmett Hardin, Martin
anonunced wedding trip and up- Henry
Warren, J. L. Harper, G.
on their return home, they are Walker,
and Roanne, and Miss
With our Nationally-Advertised Clothing
at home at 514 West State Line.
Lou Lela McClanahan.
The bride is employed at the
and Shoes!
Friendly Finance and the groom MISS
DOROTHY HATLER AND
is an employee of the Southern BILLY
MELTON TRAVIS
Bell Telephone Company.
ENGAGENWNT ANNOUNCED
MISS JEAN ATKINS
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hatler of
HONORED AT LOVELY
Fulton announce the engagement
LUNCHEON SATURDAY
of their daughter, Dorothy Hatler,
COATS
SKIRTS
of
Miss Jean Atkins, bride-elect to Billy Milton Travis, son
Travis of
of Don Sensing, was honored at Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
SWEAT
ERS
Mayfield.
a lovely luncheon
Saturday at
The date of the wedding has
one o'clock at the New Southern
BLOUS
ES
DRESSES
not been set.

Closeout!
Room Lots Of
WALL PAPER
20c
25c
30c,Roll

RUPTURE

Phone 1540

i

Mrs. Foster Link has returned
from Tell City, Indiana where
she attended the funeral services
for her mother, Mrs.
Margaret
Scheible, who died last Wednesday at the St. Joseph Hospital in
Louisville.
Often considered too scrappy, the
Boston Terrier is, in fact, an extremely well behaved and courteous
dog—truly •"Good Companion."

'

HATS

For Boys
Topcoats

93

MUCKY BLINDED

Friday, Nov. 14, 1952

For Girls

Boosters, aerials, parts, etc on hand for complete installation
and maintenance.
—YOUR TELEVISION HEADQUARTERS—

KENTUCEY MINDED
WHISKEY

The Fulton News

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY

FOR ALL'ROUND
FAMILY ENJOYMENT

Sb

BIRTHS

It's a Boy!
M/Sgt. and Mrs.
William R.
Heaslett, Buenos
Aires, Argentina, are the proud parents of a
seven pound, three ounce
baby
boy, Michael Jewell, born Thursday, November 8, 1952 at BurenApproximately 400 high school
os, Aires.
students are expected on
the
Mrs. Heaslett is the
former campus at Murray State College
Rosemary Burgess, daughter of November 17 for the fifth
annual
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Burgess of Quad-State Choral Festival,
coFulton.
sponsored by the college and the
Music Section of the First DisIt's a Girl!
trict Education iiscociation.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Raymond
Mrs. M. W. Haws, music direcKimble, Route 1, Columbus, are
tor; Jane Austin, Beverly Burthe proud parents of a two pound
gess, Martha A. Callison,
Jane
eight ounce baby girl, Jeanette,
Hawks, Beverly
Hill, Mignon
born November 7, 1952 at the
Fleming, Joy Smith, Peggy AdFulton Hospital.

CHORAL GROUP TO
SING AT MURRAY

POTTEST
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Pay Hamilton, a sophomore of
Louisville, has been crowned as
1053 Kentuckian Queen at the
University of Kentucky. Barbara
Baldwin of Lexington was select- MISS JOELLA COCHRAN
ed first attendant in the voting, TO BECOME BRIDE OF
and Carmen Pigue, Fulton, was ROBERT GENE PARROTT
named second attendant.
Miss Joella Cochran, daughter
of Fel x L. Cochran and the late
Mrs. Cochran of
Union
City,
T:nnessee,
announced her engagement and approaching marriage to Robert Gene Parrott, of
Chicago, son of Mr. and Mrs. John
Parrott of this city.
Miss Cochran graduated in the
eass of 1951 from South Fulton
High school, and since her graduation has been employed at the
Fulton Bank.
Mr. Parrott also attended South
Fulton High school. He
served
three years in the U. S. Marine
Corps, and is now employed at
the Dodge Motors Corporation in
Detroit, Mich.
The wedding will be solemnized in December at the First Methodist Church in Fulton.

KENTUCKY STRAIGHT
BOURBON WHISKEY

Looking for the tight whiskey
to make this evening complete? Try Bond & LWagd
the blend or the straight!

Choose your Druggist as you
choose your Doctor - wisely.
The purity and quality of any
product is the honesty and integrity of its maker. That Is
your prescription for your well
being-and our way of telling
You that our Pharmacy is your
safeguard for valuable &peedable, honest prescription service. Think twice about this
when you next have a prescription filled. Think twice about
your Druggist just as you do
your Doctor. Over 388,702 Peescriptions filled in this Drug
Store t.15 date.

'Vesiforwsly Pies Sim* 1969"

CM' DRUG CO.

WHISKEY CONTAINS 65% GRAIN NEUTRAL MISTS • NE DOM 5 UMW =MIL

LOUITIIILL KENTUCICI

C. H.IleDssdel,
Tans lesetion.

Jackets

Sweaters
Slacks
Underwear

Caps
/

SNO-SUITS
LAYETTES

—all necces.sary clothing
needs for

THE BABY
Our "Story Book" Shoes are unconditionally
guaranteed.
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FULTONIANS LOSE
SUIT OVER WRECK

French Funeral At
Chapel Hill Church

1952 Revival Begins At
Harmony Church

S

Rev. Elton E. Baker, pester
the Harmony Church at Crutch,
field enflames. that Rev. Maurice
W. Stevens of Ravenna, Ky., will
be the guest preacher in the United Evangelistic Mission beginning November 14 and eountinuing
through
November 23. Services
will be held each night at 710 p.

Funeral services for
Dinford
Hayman French, 92, who passed
The estate of two
year old away at his home on Tennessee
Charles L. Foster. Jr., has been Street Tuesday night, were held
awarded
212.000 by
Federal Thursday' afternoon at 2:30 at
Judge Fred L. Wham in a wit Chapel Will Church with Brother
growing out of his death one year Randol Johnson, officiating.
Inago in a highway accident The terment was in the church cemeThe public is extended a hearty
infant was killed in a two-car col- tery. He was a member of
the
lision near
Brookport, ILon Baptist Church of Harris, Tenn. invitation to attend these serviOctober 15, 1950.
Surviving the
deceased are
Judge Wham ruled in favor of three daughters, Mrs. Sam Mcthe child in East St. Louis,
Daniel, Mrs. Will Moore and Mrs, Jackson's Chapel Will
last Friday and awarded the $12,- Kelly Moore of Fulton; one son,
Hold Religious Concert
000 to the child's father, Charles Fon Brasure of Tiptonvdle; 21
L. Foster, Sr., of suburban St grandchildren
On Saturday
evening at 7:45,
and 29
great,
Louis. Foster is administrator of grandchildren.
November 22, there will be a religious concert at Jackson's Chapthe estate.
elusChurch. The program will conDefendants in the suit filed by Harry Bowde
n Sustains osist
of lre
m.1!g
l icius
anndumbileii-sstrumen
Foster were the King Motor Comby vatral
i1
pany of which E. H. King is op- Critical Injuries
groups, trios,
quartets
erator;
,
son. Charles
solos,
King,
Harry Bowden,
painter with duets, and
choir numbers.
and an employe, Gene Murphy, the of Bowen & Bowen, was
critiall of Fulton.
Anyone. wishing to participate
cal injured last Thursday afteris asked to contact Mrs. Polly
Attorneys for the Foster estate noon in a 20 foot fall from a
ladMurphy, Route 1, Wingo, right acharged negligence on the part der as he was painting the
exterof the defendants in the mechani- ior of the First Baptist Church_ way in order that a detailed prooperation of a car
cal
which He sustained two broken wrists, gram may be announced later.
There
struck the Foster machine, killing pelvis injuries and possible
will be no
admission
intercharge.
the baby and seriously injuring nal injuries.
four other persons. Murphy was
He was admitted to Campbell's
driving the car owned by King
Clinic in Memphis and is reported Change In Date
Motor
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Charles to be doing as
well as possible.
Of Benefit Party
King was a passenger at the time
of the accident.
The committee on the ThanksJ. C. Lawson Home Is
giving Benefit Party of the local
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Woman's Club announces that the
Funeral Services
Animal Crackers
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date has been
'CHO
changed
COLATE CHIPS
from
For Mrs. Oris Leet
Last Friday just "oefore noon, a
'
Box
For .
20,
fire of unknown origin complete- Thursday night, November
to Thursday afternoon, November (IIII I CON CARNE WITH
Funeral services for Mrs. Oris
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ly destroyed the home of J. C.
171/4 Os.Box Kroger
Leet, 65, resident of Fulton CounLawson, Jr., in the Mt Carmel 20, at 2:30 p. m.
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ER
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ty who died Sunday afternoon at
" Crackers
This change in date was made
community, about 6 miles west of
the Fulton Hospital. were conin order to avoid conflict with the
Fulton.
KROGER
ducted Tuesday afternoon at the
Get 16 More
Revival being held
Roy Bard, who was passing on Methodist
family residence
near
BOX OF 48
Dodd's Highway 94,
'
saw the smoke from next week.
For
_ .. _
Crossing. Burial was at Hickman.
the burning house. The Fulton
For reservations call Mrs. A. 13
She was the wife of Oris Leet, a
SIZE.
Fire Department was called but Roberts, Telephone 297.
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well-known farmer and dairyDBUR
the fire had
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AL Y
gained too much
man of Route 4, Hickman.
For
Only
headway to save anything but a Louis
The deceased is survived by her
Bizzle New
TISSUF SWANEE
few clothes. However, all the outhusband and One brother, M. L
Get Another Roll
buildings were saved. The fire,Manager At Fulton
'
Chambers.
COLO - SOFT
originated in the attic, but the
For
Marco Wood, who recently recause is not known.
signed as
manager of
ParaElected President
mount's Fulton Theatre, has been
Of Portfolio Club
succeeded by Louis
Roscoe Baird Dies
(Nubbin')
Bizzle, formerly chief projectionMiss Rosalyn Bennett, daugh- In Memphis Saturday
ist.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Sterling BenRoscoe C. Baird, 70, formerly
Bizzle has been
with Paranett, who is a student at Murray
of Fulton, died at his home in mount since 1949 and before that
State College, was elected presiMemphis as a result of a stroke I was with
friends here
Mak°.
dent of the Portfolio Club recentSaturday morning. When he lived congratulate him His
upon this proly.
in Fulton he worked for some- motion,
The Portfolio Club is composed
timeas a linotype operator at the
of art students, who take part in
office of the daily paper.
social, business and professional
Former Member Of
Funeral services
and burial school Faculty Dios
activities.
were conducted in Ellendale near •
Memphis.
I Miss Lillian Rhodes, a form
Hickman Youth Dies
Surviving the deceased are one teacher
of the elementary grades!
daughter, Miss Lillian Baird of ,in
At Haws Hospital
the Fulton City Schools, died,
Memphis and one brother, Gar- Monday
night at her
home in
Bennie Guilden, Jr.- 16 years, don Baird of Fulton.
I Manchester, Tenn., after a long
of Hickman, died
Wednesday
!illness.
Miss
Rhodes taught at
night at the Haws Hospital after
ACCEPTS POSITION
Terry-Norman for several years
a lengthy illness.
John Austin, son of Mr. and i and also
taught
at South Fulton.,
Funeral
services and burial Mrs. Allen Austin of this
city,
Funeral
services and burial:
were in Hickman.
has accepted a position with the were
conducted in
Manchester
Ballard Florists at
Paragould, Wednesday. She is survived
by I
Phone 470 for Job Printing
Ark_
her parents and one brother.
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CARGO KING 155-h.p V-8 delivers up to 29% more The
horsepower per Cu. in. than
engines of other throe leading
makes in weight cisme1

St;lau
si;rd
Fruit

cans

WILSON .
HSCERTIFIED

SHANK
PORTION

BUTT PORTIONS

LB 39'

JJCJ

CHICKEN LIVERS'

idest power choice
Gas savings up to14%

mtige.! Choice of V-8 at Six!

Ospootiont epos matdrIal n5511
011•1016011S.

tiring latost rogistration data an
8,069,000 tracks. We buoyant.i
oaport• prove lard Track. last Unroll

J V CASH MOTOR COMPANY
FULTON

PHONE 42

2LBS 25'

LB 98' SPARE RIBS

LB 49'

FANCY FRESH JONATHONS

FORD TRUCKING COSTS LESS...Ford Trucks
Last Longer!
MAYFIELD HIGHWAY

NECK BONES

vings—up

14%—with three completely Nrw
truck engines
--a Six and two big V-8's! Ultra-mo
dern Low.
FRICTION, overhead-valve, high-com
pression design/ Short stroke of these new Ford
Truck engines
cuts piston-travel, cuts friction. More
of developed
power becomes hauling power!
There are now Flys great Ford
Truck engines,
with the famous V-8 upped to
106 h.p. and the
Bra Six now 112 h.p. You choose
from over 276
series power combinations-- you
gal a
Ford tailored to your needs—
Come fa—
and save
to
up
one
gallon
of gas in every sewed
its*
toslayf
•-wwww,01
Pa.0Ot, ansamorlal ma sass as law
mailed

LB 59'

ApplesDu'35c

in 1/2-ton to 3-ton trucks in the low-price field!

A11-1.4•Ir C•forlsor Como.
Dill'aryl Has distinctive lines
the new Ford Cars. Bade

LINVC

Brookfield Sausage lb. roll 45c
SLAB BACON

THE BIG NEWS in Ford Trucks is gin
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WALNUTS NEw
Yellow California

SWEET CORN

- 50 LB BAG $2.59
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f-71A

3 EARS 29'

GRAPES

REP EMPERORS

LB 10(

We reserve the right to limit quantities
Vegetable Style
CHOP suEy by
LACIlbY

—None sold to dealers.

NO. 2 CAN

40' Get Can of
Noodles for

1'

KROGER Super-Soft BUDD OZ. 16c
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on his
account of the life of John Mc- ,
experience in
French
North Africa in World War II
Donald, rich land-owner of the;
The sixth grade has been studySouth in the first part of the
BIRTHS
ing French North Africa in their
nineteenth
century. Mrs. Fred ,
DICK MeALISTER HONORED
geography class.
Homra, program leader, introducHe discussed
It's a Boy!
ON 79TH BIRTHDAY WITH
the religion, food, customs and
ed Mrs. Williams.
SURPRISE DINNER
Mr. and Mrs. Thaddeus Parrish,
many other things about French
Hickm
an
High
School
Fulton
High
News
Following the brief
The following were patients in Route 3, Martin are the
proud
business
North Africa.
"Uncle Dick" McAlister
was Session
parents of an eight pound, fifteen
the local hospitals Thursday.
presided over
Paula Hornsby, Reporter
Whew! Boy, are we glad Tuesby the
He
told
of
an
old
honored on
fort
his seventy-ninth President, Mrs. Horace
which
ounce baby boy, David
day night is over. The worry and had an old undergro
Cook,
Reams
und tunnel Haws Memorial Hospital::
birthday with a delightful plan- and the program given
born November 8, 1952 at
the
by Mrs. In a colorful ceremony Friday rush of the Junior
Follies are that was used
in the days of
ned surprised
pot-luck dinner, Williams, a delightful social hour night, November 7, Corrinne over.
hospital
Mrs. J. C. Nanney, Rolde 5, Weakley County
at
slavery to secretly bring in and
Tuesday,
Sharp and Jerry Castleman, SenNovember 11 at his was enjoyed. Refreshments
Fulton; Miss Dorothy Hatler, Ful- Martin, Tenn.
The Junior Follies, presented take out slaves. This tunnel
of
home. The Woman's Bible Class gingerbread, cider, nuts
was ton; Jesse Cloys,
ior candidates, were crowned Mr. by the Junior
and
Class, was very also used by pirates. Mr.
Route 2, Fulton;
Hornof the Cumberland Presbyterian mints were served by the hostess- and Miss Hickman High School. good and we hope everyone
en- beak also saw the htme of a fa- Mrs. Ralph Stover, Fulton; Little FULTON ROUTE ONE
Church were hostesses to this de- es, Mesdames Walter
h
e
T
eighty-t
wo
candidate
s,
Joyce Tharp, Fulton; Henry Sills,
joyed it. Congratulations to Bail- mous pirate of long ago.
Grene111,
Shell's Clark
lightful affair.
Johnny Sharpe, Sonny Puckett, Phyllis Kelly and Jimmy Whip- ey Binford and Beverly Hill for
For the first time in several Route 2, Fulton; and Lelia Mae
At eleven o'clock hour, when Bruce Henderson, William Stok- ple, were crowned Mr. and Mrs. winning the Mr. and Miss Fulton years,
Bowden, Fulton.
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Norman has
the whistles were blowing
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Clark
for es, Vyron Mitchell and
Buddy Junior High School. Both Miss High. Billy Pirtle and Glenda Sue one hundred pupils enrolled.over
Jones Hospital:
Armistice Day, the ladies began Steele. Decorations in keeping H. H. S. and Miss J. H. S. were Brown came in second. Bailey
visited
Mr. and Mrs. 0. G. Clark
The fifth and sixth grade's are
to gather at the home of "Uncle with the Thanksgiving
Mrs. Tilmon Oliver, Fulton, and family Sunday.
season presented red roses by the Senior Binford, who is in the Isolation keeping a
scrapbook of things
class.
Dick" and "Aunt Maggie", with predominated.
Mrs. Harry, McKinney, Fulton; Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Hospital in Memphis, was repre- concerning our school,
news items
basket loads of food. It seems
The Sophomore class won the sented by Jeff Lester. He was in this
paper, pictures and cur- Mrs. C. B. Jones, Cayce; Mrs. J. Tom Howell and Mr. and Mrs.
$20.00 prize for
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were
presenting the presented a white
C. Arant, Fulton; Mrs. Lou Ella Herbert Howell were Mr. and
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carnation rent events.
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Ray
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birthday cards and calls wishing odist Youth
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school's annual Thanksgiving din- November 11, for half-day holi- collected the dues.
Janie D. Jones,
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day, because of good behavior on
Mr. Sensing will be married toWe answered roll called by giv- Hudspeth, Moscow; and Mrs. Rayner.
President, MYF.
205 Commercial
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day, (Friday,) at the First Mething the name of a president born mond Brown, Fulton.
On November 7, the fifth, sixth, in November. We went
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LEGION AUKILIARY
out in the
H. H. S. students and Hickman and
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The house was beautifully dec- DISTRICT MEET
grades yard and played a game of "hang
ball fans are looking forward to went
IN
orated with fall flowers. The WICKLIFFE
to
FRIDAY
Friday night as it will mark the Marine Paris, Tenn., to hear the tag". After inspection, we closed
Band.
dining table was centered with 'a
the meeting by forming the livbeginning
of the
1952-1953
On
The First District Fall Confercolorful Thanksgiving arrangebasketball season. The first game grade November 4, the eighth ing circle. Roland Carter led us
Civics
ence of
ment.
class had an election in the Club Scout law.
the
Auxiliary of the will be played at Ballard Memwith Eisenhower winning with 48
The guests of honor were pres- American Legion Department of orial.
—Roland Carter, Reporter
votes to 45 votes for Stevenson.
ented a crystal relish dish, and Kentucky was held last Thursday
The following boys have gone
Carr Institute has had a coat
Miss Atkins was given a corsage in Wickliffe at the First Baptist
David Ward Griffith,a producer
hanger drive to raise money for
of yellow
carnations tied with Church with Ballard County No. out for ball this year:
of the
Joe Blincoe, Ralph Chamber- films and we have raised $100.00. "Birth outstanding motion picture
3 unit as hosts.
gold ribbon.
Of A Nation," was born in
lain, Jimmie Cox, Harold GarriI guess that is about all.
The guest list included: Miss
LaGrange, Kentucky.
A very
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Atkins, Mr. Sensing, Mr. and Mrs. spent, with enjoyable day was son, Rayburn Garrison, Charles
registration at
10 Hammock, Donald Hammock,
Ella Doyle. •
Smith Atkins, Mr. and Mrs. Char- o'clock.
Thomas Hooker, Jr., Ray Kemp,
les Reams, Mr. and
Mrs. Win
The following Fulton ladies at- Paul Ray Mansfield, Baker Min- Terry Norma
Whitnel, Dr. Glynn Bushart, Dr.
n School
Ward Bushart, Miss Andy De- tended the conference; Mrs. J. G. ton, Jack Moore, Jack McKenzie,
News "
Myer, Miss Bertie Sue Meacharn, Mullins,- president of the local WWiam Morris Oliver, Harold
Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Vowell, Mr. unit, Mrs. Leon
Hutchens, and Lloyd Ross, Billy Sanders, G. B.
On Armistice Day, Mr. Paul
and Mrs. Jack Moore, Mr. and Mrs. Allen Austin, past president Terrell, Jr., Darrell Vowell, and Hornbeak, a retired -major in the
Mrs. Tolbert Dallas, Mr. and Mrs. of Fulton unit, Mrs. Neal Looney, Jerry Williams.
United States Ar ,visited TsrFelix Gossum, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Unit Secretary; Mrs. Pete Green,
If
Maxwell McDade and Mr. and past president of the First DisNew,Dotty Has
trict and also State Pan-AmeriMrs. H. L. Bushart.
can chairman, Mrs. Frank Wiggins, Mrs. Lee Myrick, Gold Star
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mother, Mrs. Raymond Stallins,
ABLY REVIEWS "PATHWAY
Ours
Mrs. Carey Frields, Mrs. Jack
TO THE STARS" FRIDAY
Speight, unit treasurer, and Mrs.
Mrs. W. P. Williams of Paris, B. G. Huff.
Exclusive
Tenn., most ably reviewed Harnett T. Kane's book "Pathway to
Mrs. Lera Weatherspoon spent
the Stars," at the
November the week-end with her daughter,
meeting of the Woman's Club of Mrs. James Pace and Mr. Pace
in
this city Friday afternoon at the Lexington.
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AN IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIFT!

The only Vacuum Cleaner in the world
that brings you

IIf

"REACH-EASY
CLEANING!

FULTON
TODAY AND SATURDAY
Giant Double Feature Program

NEW GENERAL ELECTRIC CLEANER
with the amazing new swivel-top that
lets you clean whole average-size living room without once moving cleaner!

a es o
Animal Pictures!

You just set this new GI Cleaner in the
middle of the floor, and reach every nook
•nd cranny without moving the cleaner.
Many other great features.
• Now swival-tap foe "roach-easy" throning
• Lamar dispissalse• boa Hien say *Hair cleaner
• Nisilatales dirtipattlime ability as demur Slis
• Odra qiii•ti No radio or TV laterforimie•
• C•asplipt• sat *I attesbawsals la portable
caddy/

ass!UNJU MK ibir bold .4IA.%a on..4

Also Technicolor Cartoon

SENSWIONAL NEW

SUNDAY -- MONDAY -- TUESDAY

COOPER

There's a fine art and
magic in the cam:Cully designed stitching and

NO DOWN PAYMENT

VACUUM
CLEANER

AND ONLY

$1.25 PER WEEK

Model AVC-1115

elastici_ zed Insert.Luxuriousfabricsfor sys climate.

ISPRINGFIEL0

n to

Sizes
38, A cup;
32 to 40, lIcup; 32 to 42, C cup.

COME IN TODAY FOR A FREE DEMONSTRATION OF HOUSECLEANIN
G MAGICI

FULTON HARDWARE AND FURNITURE COMPANY
News and Bugs Bunny Color Cartoon

$2"
IlUIIMMINiaiffig See Our Windows MINORIMMESE

Lake Street

Phone 1
Author/zed Deal*,

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

VACUUM CLEANERS
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Filled Freezers To Be Awarded

middle Enough insulting things a while that the women had comhave been said about the young pletely wrested themselves from
I man who parts his hair in
the all restraint; some wiseacres promiddle to fill a good-sized news- phesied a complete decline in
paper the size of this one. Some morals as a result of this epochpeople said that anybody who making break with all forms of
would do such a
thing was a decency. I often
The way in which every citizen tion is similar to other non-fund
laugh when
numbskull; others said he was a think of the gracious middle-aged
in the state can benefit from the raising driVes being conducted in
sissy,
that
no
he-man
would
ladles
of
Kentucky State Medical Associa- cooperation with American Diatoday about whom the
stoop so low as to wear his hair horrible things
tion's second annual campaign to betes Association.throughout the
were predicted
in such a revolting way. I recall when they, as
find the undetected cases of dia- nation by over 400
younger
women,
state and
laving heard some preacher us- actually bobbed
betes was described today by county medical societies.
their hair, deing as an
illustration a young stroying forever
Carlisle Morse, M. D., Louisville,
their
sacred
Dr. Morse pointed out that all
man with his hair parted in the beauty, violating
Chairman of the Diabetes ComBiblical injuncthat is necessary for an inclityclual
middle as a symbol of depraved tions and
mittee.
FOR
rebelling against local
to do in order to have this test is
manhood, deceitful living,
and decency! Somehow an ex-flapper
All physicians, laboratories and to leave a urine specimen with a
possible criminality. It took
a
with false teeth and bifocals does
hospitals have been requested to cooperating physician, hospital or
brave or case-hardened fellow to not make many
of us fear that the
give free tests to all persons who laboratory, and the test will be
run counter to public sentiment world is on the
verge of collapse.
present themselves during Na- performed without any
charge.
and appear in public with
his
tional Diabetes Detection Week, charge. There is no medicine to
hair combed in
this
fashion.
November 16-22. The campaign take and no needles are used. If
Right now I cannot recall what STATE REGISTRARS
sponsored in this
state by the the screening test proves
the people who
posicriticized this 'MKT DR. TUTHILL
Kentucky State Medical Associa- tive, the patient will be informed
custom based their wild claims
Dr. Richard L. Tuthill, Universo that he may consult his family
on; certainly the
prophets did sity of Kentucky registrar,
has
physician for further examinanot wear their hair as did most been elected president
of the Astion.
of my contemporaries. Generally sociation of Kentucky
Registrars.
the Bible was quoted, apt or
"You can live--and live well-The UK official was elected to
-otherwise, to clinch any and all
with diabetes, if you know," Dr.
this post at the association's anquestions.
Morse said. "The unfortunate fact
nual meeting several days ago on
is that many people do not know.
Because I have had, most of the
University
campus. E. E.
It is these people who lives we
my life, a very unruly head of Shells, registrar at
Cumberland
hope to save through our camhair, I have been forced to wear College, was named
vice presipaign. With an estimated million
what is now called a "crew cut." dent of the group.
undiscovered diabetes in the UniLike Sir Roger de
Coverly's
coat, sometimes my hair has been
ted States, it is important that
for body and Hip every person should avail himMr. and Mrs. Karl Kimberlin
in style, sometimes out. Though
207 Church St.
Phone 3f
self of this free opportunity to be
my present
contemporaries are have returned
from a vacation
sure--and safe."
far from being so cocksure about trip to Pensacola, Fla., accompanright and
wrong as people at ing Mr. and Mrs. Vanden KimComplete Stocks
Fidelity used to be, I had some berlin home. They visited Mrs.
Mrs. James A. Hart of Kansas
pretty dirty digs about my hair Charles
Maynard, the
former
- EXCHANGE
week-end
City, Mo., spent the
—
in those years
when crew cuts Neva Jones, at St.
Petersburg,
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
FURNITURE CO.
Homemaker
Fla.
were
rare. I even got to a place
-beauty Lavonne Breyer, recently elected "Mrs.
—GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY—
W. L Roper, West Street.
Ohio,' selects a prime rib roast from one of the 25 Croaky home once where few barbers would
/ freezers to be given away in the Kroger Co.'s coffee election contest attempt to cut hair in such a farnow under way. The roast is one of more than 100 pounds of Kroger fetched way. Right now I am very
Tenderay beef roasts and steaks and 400 packages of Birds Eye much in style and am, fortunately
frozen foods that will Ell each of the 14-enhie foot freezers when they never noticed, but I have often
are delivered to winners.
been embarrassed from being so
far out of line.
All the commotion
about
changing styles of men's hair is
mild stuff as
compared with
periodic rages about women and
their hair styles. When I began
teaching 'school,
back in 1907,
every girl from fourteen or fifABOUT MONEY
Any reader of history knows teen up wore rats galore in her
hair, so that her head often lookKarl Marx, the man who said
that these experiments, threaten ed as big as a water bucket. The
that it should be taken away from violent
changes in our financial little girls still wore pigtails, exMake it a family habit
the man according to his ability situation
Golden Waffles
and cause a general cept some daring little girls (or
and given to the other man ac- degradation
to have dinner here often!
Country Ham
of our currency, they rather, little girls with daring
cording
to
needs,
his
(which
is
Eggs as You Like 'Em
are loaded with T. N. T.
It's a taste treat
mothers) who wore Dutch blahs.
being followed
by
our
repreHot Cakes
The past is full of these les- I recall that some of the mothers
everyone will enjoy.
sentatives in legislature and conNECKWEAR
Sausage, Bacon
which
sons
of
the pigtail girls said
not
only
teach us of
some
Reasonable prices.
gress) also said the "best road to
Steaks - - - Chops
the
rather
economic
consequence
bitter
things
s but of
about DutchCommunism was the debaunchIn these 'high-price' days
the immorality which always fol- bob girls. After rats had had their
ing of our currency".
it's economical to have soillow in their wake.
fling, if rats have flings, along
Let's follow this line of thought
—OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY—
ed neckwear cleaned! Here,
Added to this they ask us for came bobbed hair. The neavens
a little. In 1933 the government
we
clean
them
really
buy did not fall, but they threatened
under Roosevelt
prohibited the the sake of patriotism to
to. In the newspapers, in church,
C-L-E-A-N at a modest cost.
coinage of gold and the owner- more ay/eminent bonds, knowing
in social gatherings, in schools
they
are
&predating
in
value
ship of it. He debased the monethe outcry went on. It seemed for
tary unit, debased and degraded every day.
our currency and has caused the
OWNED AND OPERATED BY JOE HORNER
greatest inflation we have ever
Highway 51 Just North of By-Pass •
known in our nation,
.•
•
.
Since, the government, has issued billions up on billions
of
OF
KENTUCKY
FOLKLORE
dollars in paper money, with out
"HAIR"
any real basic coin, to support it
Phone 0,7-11
rt has added millions of people If we are to judge by the poror Call 7(
to the national pay roll, shorten- traits and busts that have come
ed the working
hours of these down from
antiquity and the
Graduate V eterhualan
employees, and has
made it a more recent
photographs, there
point that less work is done and have been many ways to comb
Located on martin-Fultou
more wages paid.
one's hair. Naturally, one generaHigh way
With in the last 16 months the tion loves to laugh at the generagovernment
has
permitted a tion immediately preceding and,
raise in 31 thousand strikes and also naturally, to look with awe
added other emoluments besides, or admiration upon a family porthrow.ng our
economy to
the trait in which an ancestor wore
winds and
changing our whole his hair in a queue or some other
monetary system.
outmoded fashion. Some people in
every generation, at Fidelity or
elsewhere, came to feel that one
THOUSANDS RETURN
way and on- y one way was- the
FOR UK HOMECOMING
right w ty to wear hair. Hence it
Thousands of University
of gave them pain or a challenge to
Kentucky alumni returned to the right wrongs
when some young
UK campus last Saturday (Nov. upstart
began combing his hair
8) to take part in the
school's in a new
way. Jusioaa a leftannual Homecoming
Day
ac- handed person was thought to be
tivities.
Opening event of the queer and was compelled
to team
homecoming week-end was a pep to use his right
hand750 a peran
rally held on the eve of the foot- who parted
his hair'llth the left
ball game between the University side was
felt to be.. out of line,
of Kentucky and Tulane.
either through ignorance or handSaturday's events, all planned headeciness. In
many a home that
by Robert Hillenmeyer of Lex- I have
known a young
man
ington, homecoming chairman of would have
received a dressingthe UK Alumni Association, in- down by all the
Older members of
cluded the annual alUmni brunch, his family if he
had suddenly apa tea at the Maxwell Place home peared with his
hair parted on
OR RESERVATIONS
of President and Mrs. H. L. Don- the "wrong" side,
DI°C.SVIA°L
i.
‘ketVI't
ovan and a dance at a Lexington
CONTACT W. L. INOUE, MANAGER
But parting hair on either side
hotel that night.
was a pretty mild affair as contrasted with
patting it in the

DOCTORS REQUESTED TO GIVE FREE TESTS
TO FIND UNDETECTED CASES OF DIABETES
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EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO

MONARCH
HOUSE PAINT
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WE'LL 'CLEAN IT

ZIPPY CAFE
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Army ..
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FOR PROMPT PICK-UP

Auburn
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Duke .

Sawyers Market
234 EAST FOURTH STREET

Need New Safety Glass?
Prompt service!
Yee Madam! A phone call
to "75" brings good food,
meats and groceries to your
door.
... in all kinds of weather. Try us today; our goal is
to please you.

LET US REPLACE IT
Telephone or come in for prompt,
expert service. We carry complete
stocks of Pittsburgh Safety Glass
parts and body hardware.

Fulton Paint & Glass Co.
210 Church St.

Phone 909
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0
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SOUTHErN Ltni_PDP rr,

Tennees

Aid Batteries
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oaring AM Depart
I first opportunity.

DRUG CO.

treat

Phone 79

LIMESTONE
FOR COMMERCIAL AND FARM USE
We serve Fulton, Hickman, Graves, Weakley and
Obion Counties; prompt delivery; just pick up
your phone!

DRINK LOTS OF PURE MILK-----AND BUILD LOTS OF ENERGY!
11112,

FOR
--ALL LIMESTONE WEIGItp--

SED
!NITURE
SEE-

-

t)117°11'
PURE
MILK CO.
Qtad&A.
PASTEURIZED
HOMOGENIZED

CLINTON LIMESTONE COMPANY
Fulton Phone 301
Clinton Phone 3631
Key Street_
Alabama.

Maryland

Ole Miss

Georgia Tech

MANGE
ITURE CO
,

Sawyer's Market

lete Stocks

East Fourth Street

St.

i

PMA ORDERS FILLED IN ALL COUNTIES

FORDS LOVE FORD SERVICE

Phone 3f

Phone 75

[MGR SIThDAT—

Conveniently Located:

vto

good stocks
of all kinds of groceries and fresh meats
We appreciate your business.

Army

Pennsylvania

CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY
th-

—from—

Illinois

Ohio State

Just What You Need For a Warm Comfortable

J. V. CASH MOTOR COMPANY

WINTER!

PHONE 42
MAYFIELD HIGHWAY
Complete shop for repairing, greasing, oil changing, etc. Now is
the time to get your FORD ready for fall and winter!

70,800 BTU

Missouri

PERFECTION

OIL HEATER

Oklahoma

(Heats 6 or 7 rooms comfortably)

ENTER! WIN
CASH PRIZES
EACH WEEK

FOOTBALL
(011TEST

$159.50
McDADE FURNITURE COMPANY
319-23 Walnut Street

Phone 905

Indiana

Wisconsin

WESTINGHOUSE HOME
Nothing To Bug; Anyone Can
Win! Just Follow These Simple
Rules: -. - -

APPLIANCE DEALERS
J. M. Martin

Hugh Rushton
Owners

1. In each ad on this page you will find
football games being played this weekend. Fill In your guess as to each score and
either send in the page, or write scores on
a piece of paper and send us the paper. Include your name and address and send
scores to FOOTBALL EDITOR, THE
FULTON NEWS, Fulton, Ky. Do NOT
send to the advertisers.
•

PHONE 401

6.

Commercial Avenue
FULTON. KENTUCKY
Auburn

5 YEARS OLD

2. Entries may be brought to the NEWS
office in person by noon Saturday, day
after issue, or, if mailed, MUST be postmarked by noon of that day. One set of
scores per person. All games listed must
be scored.

ICK-UP
Georgia

BOTTLED IN BOND

NOTHING CHANGED

3. Person getting MOST WINNERS
right will receive $3; second best, $2; third
best $1. Judging will be done following
Monday after games are played and
cheeks mailed winners that night. In case
of ties, closest scores will determine winner.

BUT THE PRICE
—NOT---

KING MOTOR COMPANY

HORNER'S JEWELRY AND

CHRYSLER AND PLYMOUTH DEALER
SALES AND SERVICE

PIANO SAO

—NOT-

5.25 FIFTH
3.25 PINT
1.65 /
1
2PINT

X-100 MOTOR OIL
---USED CARS---

FULTON, KY.
Duke

6.79 FIFTH
j 19 PINT
2.12 /
1
2PINT

Wake Forest........_

PHONE 1267
FOR THE FINEST IN

UOUORS AND WINES
SOMETHING SPECIAL".

FORD'S LIQUOR STORE
"You are always welcome at our Store"
FULTON, KENTUCKY

ANDREWS JEWELRY STORE
224 CHURCH STREET
—
FULTON
Beautiful, distinctive, cherished gifts for Weddings, Birthdays, Anniversaries and all
special occasions.

P.C.FORD
NEAL LOONEY
PETE PETERSON
Tennessee

COME TO

Hatnilton and Elgin watches; International and Towle Sterling
silver; lovely glassware and china in a wide variety; Sheaffer and
Parker pens and sets; Ronson lighters and many other lovely gift

Lawrenceburg, Kentucky
Iowa

ideas.

Kentucky

Florida
Vanderbilt

..ru lane

L. S. U.

Northwestern ...............—.....
Clemson
Mississippi State .
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West State Line News

Mrs. Brooks Oliver

Mrs. Edgar Grissom

Mr. and Mrs. Will McDade have
visiting
returned
home after
Mrs. McDade's daughter in Michigan.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Finch and
children visited her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Wallace in Hornbeak,
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Watts, Mr.
Mrs.
and Mrs. Bob Elliott and
Clovis Nanney went to Paducah
last week.
Williams
Mr. and Mrs. Duel
visited Mr. and Mrs. Walter Permenter Monday.
of
Little Jody Muzzall, son
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Muzzall was
ill last week.
Mrs. J. T. Oliver's condiiton is
about the same.
Mr. Harry Watts, Mr. Harold
Muzzall and Mr. Curt Muzzall
are on a hunting and fishing trip.
Mrs. Justin Nanney, who underwent an operation last Tuesday is not doing so well at thiss
writing.
Mrs. Dean Terrell is giving a
miscellaneous shower on Friday
afternoon, today, at 1:30 for the
J. C. Arants, who lost their home
and possessions by fire.
A/3c Robert Towleis is stationAir
Force
ed Gaum, at the
Base. He is a photographic laboratory technician and seems to be
enjoying his work. He writes his
aunt, Mrs. Walter Permenter that
he plans to send her some lizzards
for pets. Says they are about two
or three feet long and run around
there like a mouse does
here.
.Sometimes they get in their beds.
was
admitMrs. Lizzie Foster
ted to the hospital last week. She
is not resting very much.
A large group of parents visited Chestnut Glade School Tuesday afternoon in observance of
National Educational Week. Rev.
Woodside of Fulton, Bro. Stockard and Mr. E. E. Eller of Martin were the guest speakers. Refreshments were
served afterwards.
Johnny Oliver's
three legged
calf is dead. He and his dad took
it to Dr. Connaughton for a postmortem. The doctor said a blood
clot had caused its death.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvis
Haygood
spent Monday with Mr. and Mrs.
James Haygood. Thelma prepared
a delicious dinner honoring Mr.
Alvis on his birthday.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
As we put off the "old man
with his deeds," the true man in
God's
likeness is understood.
This will be
brought
out in
Christian Science services
next
Sunday. The Lesson-Sermon is
"Mortals and Immortals."
The following verse from
the
Bible will be read: "For as many
as are led by the Spirit of God,
they are the sons of God." (Romans 8:14).
—
—

Now TRY 'THIS
For

CHILD'S COUGH

For coughs and acute bronchitis due to
colds you can now get CreomuLsion
specially prepared for Children in a new
pink and blue package and be sure:
(I) Your child will like it
(2) It contains only safe, proven
ingredients.
(3) It contains no narcotics to disturb nature's processes.
(4) It will aid nature to soothe and
heal raw, tender, inflamed throat and
bronchial membranes, thus relieving
the cough and promoting rest and
sleep. Ask for Creomulsion for Children in the pink and blue package.

CREOMUISION
FOR CHILDREN
renews Coughs. CI...sr Colas. AMC-foothills

LOCAL LEADERS TO
ATTEND LAKE MEET

Main street modernization, soQuite a few were out to hear lutions to parking problems, and
Rev. Earl Baird at the Mission methods of
Merchandising are
last week-end.
Rev. and Mrs. scheduled for clinical discussion
Baird have been in Akron, Ohio, in three similar meetings to be
for the past three weeks in a re- held in Kentucky
next week.
returned to their Part of the Kentucky Chamber of
vival; They
home in Cayce last week.
community
Commerce's broad
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Olive and development
these
program,
son, Sherrell were the guests ,or meetings are designed primarily
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lester for the retail merchant and civic
Brown in Fulton Sunday.
officials and development leadMr. and Mrs. J. P. Sutton and ers, according to R. M. Watt, Lexson, Danny Lynn of Water Valley ington, chairman of the KCC Inspent Sunday with his parents, dustrial Development Committee.
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Sutton and
First of the three clinics will
family. They all attended church be held at the Paintsville Country
at the Church of God in Fulton. Club in Paintsville on November
Raymond Sutton had four teeth 17. On November 18, the clinic
pulled Tuesday at Clinton.
will move to the Phoenix Hotel
Grissom in Lexington, and the final meetMr. and Mrs. Edgar
Kentucky
visited little Linda Collier awhile ing is scheduled for
Tuesday evening.
Dam Village State Park on NovTuesday
Mattie Sutton spent
ember 20. All meetings begin at
night with Mrs. Jewell Boulton 10 a. m. local time.
Experts in the field of retail
and Patsy, also Mrs. Dora Hastmerchandising will participate
ings.
The Fire Department was call- with Twomey and Smith in a paned early Sunday morning to the el discussion following the presZippy Cafe. Quite a bit of dam- entation of the parking and reage was done to the roof because modeling programs. The floor
will be opened to questions direcof bad wiring.
Mr. Elmer Hawks has been in ted toward the experts.
Watt said that more than 1,500
bed again but is slowly improving at his home in Riceville. We have been invited to attend the
three meetings, and he urges all
wish him a speedy recovery.
persons — especially
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Moore at- interested
tended church in Fulton Sunday. merchants, chamber of commerce
leaders,
and
local officials — to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Watts attended the funeral of Mr. Grundy attend.
This part of the State ChamVie at Salem Church in Hickman
development
Mr. Vie died ber's community
county, Friday.
Wednesday night at the Fulton program which began with the
program at London
Test City
Hospital.
Mrs. Jocie Hicks is improving four years ago.
at this writing.

At Baldridge's ... Santa Presents
The Pick Of The Pack

fAe

42 pi)
ka0

MARTI
YOUR TOY-TOWN HEADQUARTERS for toys ... Dolls. . . Gifts
... Decorations ... Wrappings... Cards'.. . Useful wearing apparel.
BUY NOW AT THESE SPECIAL, LOW SALE PRICES. SALE
STATS FRIDAY MORNING.
Plastic toy sets,
set of 3 pieces, 29c

29-piece tea sets,
$1.98
Others 10c, 20c & up

PIERCE STATION

Novelty - designed
Christmas candl es,
25c each
set of 3

Sturdy plastic trucks
$1.98 set
set of 5

kV\10,

All-steel dump truck,
$1.98
with shovel

DOLL BUGGIES
$5.95 to $14.95

"American Beauty"
all-steel wagons,
$1.89

$44.50

FULTON HARDWARE&FURNITURECO
Phone 1

Lake Street

-

Bright Steam Shovel
Heavy gauge steel

$2.39

Lone Ranger Holster and
Pistol

Lifting Dump Truck
$1.49

All S

Studded leather belt, twin
holsters and Pistols. Complete,

Plastic 'Caterpillar Trucks"

$3.98

with wagon, grader or

"Roy Rogers" Ranch, complete set.

Actual scale! 98c

. . . Induct]

ard revised
stocks in Vo

BEAUTIF10
erbonnd Bi
Others

98c

CITY
408 Lake

Big metal barn and
silo complete with
38 - piece complete
$2.98
farm set

Metal Card Tables
With 2 Chairs
Full line . . . Large assortment!
Tree ornaments . . . satin ribbon

Set $11.95

... shiny ribbon ... tinsel lie ...
fibre ribbon . . . tinsel cord ...
gift ribbon and wrapping paper
and stickers.

Drop leaf table, chair
$6.95

17-inch "Miracle hair" vinyl

BABY DOLL

Rubber dolls; 3 styles, ea 59.

12-inch twin Boy and Girl,
Hair sewn into scalp; lact_trimeach
$1.88
med dress; carefully made with
11-inch Latex doll; washlife-like detailing.
-able; she coos! Dressed in
organdy, each
$2.98

$7.98

—

Doll strollers, beds, dish sets, etc, etc.

LUGGAGE FOR
ALL OCCASIONS!
Overnight Bags,
$1.98 to $6.25

4
.

WE HAVE ALL ST7Y-S
Many Models and Colors to Choose from
Prices Start at
COME IN NOW! USE OUR LAY-AWAY
PLAN AND HAVE ONE OF THE HIGH
QUALITY BIKES FOR CHRISTMAS.

98c

,

A FACTORY SHIPMENT OF

BICYCLES

I3-inch diameter

44110k-17
r Z,
e•

scraper

D

3
1/
litt

207 Chun

Metal Toy Drum

$2.98

JustReceived
/A\
7f.1,V

Fire PICT
Exchang

DETROIT NEWS

The community extends symMrs. Claud Fields
pathy to Kelly French in the loss
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Fields have of his father, who died last week.
returned home after a vacation
Mrs. R, K. Roney and Mrs. Ida
trip to Kentucky last week.
Dublin of Memphis were Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Fields, Mr.
John
guests of Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. M. A. Seay and Mr. and
Matthews.
Mrs. Hubert Henley enjoyed a
fish dinner at Reelfoot Lake, NovMr. and Mrs. Jack Lowe and
ember 2, while visiting in Ken- children spent Sunday in Kenton.
tucky.
We are sorry to lose the MayWe are very glad to have Mr. halls as neighbors. Mr. and Mrs.
Johnson
to
move
and Mrs. R. B.
D. L. Mayhall have moved to
on our farm in Kentucky. We Chicago. Their son, Calvin and
wish them the best of luck.
his family have gone to Fort ClinMrs. Martha Jean Yates, wife ton, Ohio. We wish them the best
ac- of luck.
of A/3c Charles E. Yates,
companied Mr. and Mrs. Claud
aBill Cashior of Fort Jackson,
Fields home and is spending
visiting S. C., has gone to Seattle, Wash.,
while with them and
after spending two
weeks with
friends and relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Murchison, his grandmother, Mrs. Myrtle
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Maurer, Mrs. Orleans. He will soon be sent to
Mamie Phelps, and Mr. and Mrs. Japan.
Clarence Bellew were „ Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Ramsey
dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. have returned to Texas, where 1e
Herbert Moore of Flint, Michigan. is in camp, after a' visit with his
The dinner was given in honor parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Dewitt
of Mrs. Moore's parents, Mr. and Ramsey.
Mrs. Will McDade of Fulton, Ky.
This was given to my son while
we were away for the news last Covington Rites
Held Saturday
week.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Copelen and
Funeral rites for Richard Covdaughter were in Kentucky last
ington, 61, who died Thursday
week visiting.
evening at the Fulton Hospital
We are having pretty days now
were held at the White-Ransom
in Detroit, but it is still cold.
Chapel in Union City Saturday
Mr. Jess Williams is making his
afternoon at 2:30 with Rev. D.. L.
home with his
daughter and
Hemphill officiating and burial
granddaughter, Mrs. Yuvone Gilin the Liberty Cemetery.
liam and Sidra.
Survivors of the deceased inMr. Jacjs Henley talked to his
clude his wife, Mrs. Recie Covson, Tommie, in Texas a few days
ington; two daughters, Mrs. Thelago. He is still having to walk
ma May Webb and Miss Dessie
on crutches, due to some strain
Laverne Covington, both of Fulligaments in h's leg while playton; three step-daughters, Misses
ing football. We wish Tommie a
Hazel and Marine Covington cf
speedy recovery.
Fulton and Mrs. Beulah Hicks of
Paducah; two stepsons, J. C. StevQUARTET TO SING
ens of the U. S. Army in Korea,
The Hamilton Brothers Quartet and William Henry Stevens
of
will be the featured singing group Camp Attebury, Ind.; one sister,
at the Hickman Community Sing- Mrs. Mollie Damons of Fulton;
ing
Association at the
Beech three brothers, Bryant CovingGrove Methodist Church south of ton of Union City, Noah CovingHickman Sunday afternoon from ton of Martin and Cleve Covingtwo until four o'clock. The pub- ton of Fulton; and several nieces
gm is cordially invited to attend, and nephews.

HAI

A .colum
becom
•
ell I car
and rr
As I undei
lag twin I
Isn't so bi
sleeper is
his or her
Ask Happy
test to be
"no bolster
With a I
when he o
Ida or her
dividing li
pillows. W
the other's

Two-Suiter.
$4.25 to1$11.25
(plus tax)

Fiction classics, 36 popular
titles, ........ .........

49e

Out-out color books, each

15e

children's punles, choice,
each

29c

Vanity Cases
61.98 to $6.25
(plus tax)

Gift-boxed
set of 3 ..

lace

handkerchiefs,
59e

.

s\ //
YJIP

Floral and organdy careers, set
fie 3-picee perfulne set; novelty
of 3
bottles
39. set
Men's handkerchiefs, set of
7-piece Manicure set; plastic
We
3
See set
2-pleee Men's diaiinit set
Mena gift ties, nicely baled,
(mug and lotion) ...$1.81)
Slie
each

GR. PA
GOOD

BALDRIDGE'S
Fulton

5-10-25c STORE

Kentucky

•

.1.

"

IOW

liable to get slapped, pinched
Or
something. Anyway it is liable
to
Big Crop
Mrs. Leen Wright
The Fulton News
result in some kind of a milcup
Friday, Nov. 14, 1952
In Fulton
that tuna* calls for a lot of exServices at Wesley
plaining. '
morning were well attendeSunday
d. SevSoybeans have become one of versity's Sunda y Afternoon Mrs. W. T. Browning, Mr. and
So if I was asked my opinion eral visitors were welcomed and
Advance prices by grades for the most important crops pro- Musicales series last Sunday, Mrs. Harry Murphy and Mr. and
I would say that two pillows are among them were: Mr. and Mrs.
duced
Fulton
county, this (Nov. 9).
better than one bolster.
Bud Hall of near Paducah, Mr. Types 23 and 35 Tobacco were year's in
Wilson
Several hundred persons heard Mr. Homer
spent the
harvest having an estimatannoun
ced
I have noticed in most Motels liussP11 and Miss
today
by Holmes Ellis, ed value of
the
Glenda
UK professor play on the new week-end in Lexington, attending
Mcmore than threeA *columnist has asked, "Wha that I have been in
General
Manage
Alister
the
of
r
of
UK-Tul
Murray
the Western quarters of a
, Miss Charlotte
ane
$30,000 pipe organ in Memorial
Homecoming
they just have
million
became of the bed bolster" one pillow,
dollars. hall.
whether this is for McNeely of Covington, Tenn:. Jo Dark Fired Tobacco Growers' As- Fourteen thousand
The third recital of the cur= game Saturday.
acres
ell I can only answer for my ecenomy or not I
were
sociatio
n,
Lynn
Murray
Duke
,
Kentuc
of
Crutchf
rent series will be on Nov. 7 when
ky.
don't know.
ield, and
and my own
Loans are made available to the expected to produce at the rate Virginia Lutz,
observations. could be for various reasons It DeWayne Young of Union City.
soprano, will be
—
of 30 bushels to the acre, 30 localAs I understand it Folks are us choos one — but
Associat
ion
by
Commod
ity
CreNext
don't
Sunday, November 16, the
call your
ly owned combines being used to presented by the Department of Accurate
mg twin pillows instead, which neighbor to
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When I was a boy I was a BOY Sunday morning at 11 o'clock
highest
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go to work if visiting preacher, Rev.
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Mrs. Wash
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is confined to
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Equipped
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ol Box for
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Moore.
All Styles,Sizes
Jerry Stewart visited Gayle
Changing Wheels
And Prices
Bushart one night last week.
. . . Including the new StandLa Donna Hicks was unable to
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ard revised edition. Largest
AUTOMAT
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A Scale Model of the
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I FIRESTONE TALKING
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---WASHER
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18111
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twatythIog for Nee Young
ly improving.
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DOLL CARRIAGE
Neste& Equipped with
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Akin of
Bell. Lobirta,,
When Car Drives Up. A98
The Pride of "Little Mothers" ...
Plastic DIslotts, Calves,
Martin were guests of Mr. and
You'll Itl•ar "Gas
Hos Rubber Tires, Tool
Forks, Spoons, ek.
and Oil Plo....."J
Mrs. T. C. House Sunday.
Mrs. Jeanette Hicks entertain21
ed her Sunday School class with
Choose from Our Big Selection!
Pieces
a weiner roast at her home Sunday.
In AIII
Mr. and Mrs. James Ellegood
MINI
Walking, Flirting
and sons of near Arlington visit11111111M1
ed in the home of her brother,
vark.
Tremon Rickman, Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates were
16 Inches Tall 995
•
aliniXtileort-1
DOEPKE
the Sunday
guests of 'Mr. and
Mrs. John Yates.
SCALE MODEL

BEELERTON NEWS

Bill
OF
HARRIS FORK

num TOBACCO
PRICES ARE LISTED

Soybeans

Cotuity.

I

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME, INC.

aor &Pord

VIA

ENAMEL

°Firestone
lN

rirestone

SERVICE TRUCK

r

795

** A

BIBLES

Complete Selection ofi
wt
America's Greatest Line
oniNt
SERVICE STATION

\

485

CITYDRUGCO.

CHINA CABINET

FIRE TRUCK

1595

"41111111

59811

DOLL NEADOOIARTERS
SAUCY WALKER DOLL

Kentucky's Favorite!
HOTEL

59e

Irl,
.38

Mrs. Daisie Bondurant and Clarice.
Mrs. Ruth Cloys is visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Attie B. Cloys in Milan,
Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Slayden
and family were Sunday guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Cruce.
Mrs. Mayme Scearce is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Joe A. Scearce and
family in Evansville, Ind.

REBA°

in
t.98

In the Heart of Louisville

ish

Mrs. Claude Crocker and son,
Jimmy have
returned
from
Nashville, where he has been a
patient in the Vanderbilt hospital
for nine days. He is getting along
nicely now.

Our Food Is Good, Too!
SEELBACH COFFEE SHOP
Op•n All Night

Washable, WavabIe

Tractor-Bulldozer

TONI DOLLS

Adjustable Scraper Blade ... Weber Treads!
12
95

14-inch
Doll with
Accessories

95
Everything
for Making
Formula and
Feeding Dolly

JUST

MUSIC
MAKER
MAN

77c

•

a.m,
.etc

44.

l
ir

G.B. MEANS
GOOD BEER!

•

1!

.

41111
.

--.....1

$144
e.

LAGER DECR
PREMIUM LIGHT

•
/

1/,

"

PITCHIW PAL SAME
Teaches 'Em How to
Throw end Catchl

ei •
G riesedieck
Bros.

,00

-

OVUM= BROS, BIEWSIT CO.. IT.
LOUIS 4. M.

f

298

‘Ttir/
0 sk:00‘
t
41114rial

LIONEL 3-CAR

FREIGHT
TRAIN

$39.95

412 Lake

Sh• Cries—
Eyes Mor•—
D
die
Pretty,
tool

aPPL,..•

:
locomofive Hos a
H•adlight
end Puffs LOW PRICED AT
Smoke . . There's
a Tender, Gondola,
Box Car, Caboose,
Track, Transformer.

1 ,.

4-PLAY
i

ALLEY GAME
Ploy S•s•ball,
UM loll, Shuffle.
board or Morse

498

HOME and AUTO
SUPPLY STORE

St011 e
Hornbealc and Holland. Owners

298

DOLL-E-FEEDER SET

410 lb
i •

.•

Issaludise Softies, Nip-

$2.50 HOLDS IT
" ON LAY - AWAY!

e

BABY
DOLL

-

1114 Head Mon* end He Twee
the Crank and Up Jumps the
Monk•y.

111

Big 15/
1
2-in.

!
#01
*-P
•1W
'4•4alliirk .4) .e•''5'Id(t-7t:

198

-395

IT'S NOT
FILLING!

tie
set

let

wow, Pliers, stk.

5

LONE RANGER
HOLSTER SET

Why EverybodyTurning to

UI
set

TOOL CHEST
Indeds• Saw, Ham98

Street

Fulton

Phone 10
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& Insulation
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whether they want quotas for
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U. Office.
Homer Roberts,
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here are a few to choose
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FREE: Any new subscriber in
Fulfrom:
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Fulton to the
AND FIELDS
Paducah SunDeeentber 23Democrat will receive the first
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ton at Sedalia; Cayce at
Sunday paper included. Call
Union
ZOO
Main
SG
City.
Phone
Elson McGuire-1550-J.
Januar
y.
1-.
1950 Ply., 2 door, black, MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
Dublinat South Fulton; Pilot
slick as a pin, special and automatic models, $124.95 MART:-!-SENOUR PAINTS,
Oak at Cayce; Sedalia at Union
and up. Sales and service.
City.
laftrier a
this week $1175.00.
Bennett Electric. Phone 201,
January 8Widow Pelage
Fulton, Ky.
Cayce at Dublin; Union City at
VarnIsbais IInamell
South
1950 Mercury, Cl cpe FOR SALE: New Royal Lod Rem- AND SUPER
Fulton; Sedalia at Pilot
Oak.
KEM-TONE
gray, you can't tell it ington Portable typewriters.
January 15Remington and Victor Adding
Dublin at Union City; Cayce
from new.
Machines. You can arrange conat
Exchange Furn. Co. Sedali
a; South
Fulton at Pilot
venient budget payments. Har207 Church St.
Phone 35
Oak.
1950 Studebaker, starlite vey Caldwell Co., 205 CommerJanuary 22Forrester's is conveniently locate
cial Aventie.
d in downSedalia at Dublin; Pilot Oak at
your regular shopping stop for all
cpe, R& H W.W.tires, a
town Fulton on Main Street. . .
of the little
Union City; South
right across
FOR RENT: Rent a new typethings
Fulton at
you need!
from
Bennett's Drug Store. Make Forres
little beauty.
Cayce. ,
writer or adding machine.
ter's
-USE OUR LAY-AWAYJanuary 29Available by week, month or
Dublin at Pilot Oak; Sedali
quarte
r.
Low
Rates.
a at
If you de2-1950 Fords 1 2-door,
South Fulton; Union
cide to keep the machine after
City at
Cayce.
1 4-door both with R & renting it, the amoun
Bob
Brann
on
of
Lone
Oak
bet paid canbe applied on the purchase. comes the first Explorer in the February 12H nice as they come.
South;Fulton at Dublin;
Harvey Caldwell Co., 206 Com- Four Rivers Council, Boy Scouts
Cayce
MAIN STREET, NEXT TO FORR
ESTER'S SHOE SHOP
of America, to receive the Silver at Pilo* nak; Union City at Semercial Ave.. Phone 674.
FULTON, KE9PPUCIEY
dalia.
Award, which is the highest form
3 - 1949 Fords, green,
SAVE $100. New deluxe sewing of recognition for Explorers and
gray, blue, all nice, machines. Lifetime guarantee. Is comparable to the Eagle rank
Consoles, Portables, desks. Uses for Boy Scouts, the lower age
winterized ready to go. .11
Singer attachments. Sales, boys program.
repairs, parts. Write or phone
The Explorer program is the
1949 Mercury, 4-dr green, 942 Cloar's Sewing Machines Young Men's phase of the Boy
and Service. Milan, Tenn. Free Scouts of America and developed
R & H drive it you'll home
demonstration and trial. around an active outdoor, social
and vocational guidance feature.
No obligation.
like it.
All 14 years old boys whether
they are Scouts or not are eligible
Southern States Open Formula feed
BARGAINS!
1949 Chev. 4-dr, S. L. Del. Nearly-new
s are made to give your livestock
, magazine-type coal to participate.
and ppltry a-GOOD START
Bob
and to carry them through to a
R & H W. tires. Ken- stove, in excellent condition; Senior is also an Eagle Scout,
PROFITABLE FINISH.
Camp Staff Leader and
used only one winter. Going for
tucky license, better half-price:
was recently elected Chief of the
These feeds are made in farmerWhite
Feather, an
$25.00 CASH.
honorary
hurry for this one.
owned and controlled mills to give
camping organization. He gradu/patrons the greatest returns
-the greatest value-in-use. In maki
Another magazine - type coal ated from Lone Oak High School
ng and distributing these feed
in June and is now attending the
1949 Ply. CL Cpe, fully heater, in usable condition,
s cooperatively you set costa
Paducah Junior College. The
lower and quality standards high
equipped, drives Eke a $5.00 CASH.
er-in your own interest.
Four Rivers Council of the Boy
62.
Coal-fired hot water heater, prac- Scouts of America has 400 Extically brand-new, with water plorers in its area which included
LAYERS MAKE MORE EGGS
pipe fittings and what flue pipe the 9 counties in the
Jackson
ON
3-1948 Chev.- 1 aero, we
BUILD YOUR DAIRY PROGRAM
Obion
SUPER LAYING MASH
County,
have on it. Going for less Purchase and
_$4.95
Tenn.
Commercial Poultrymen find this 20%
2-2-drs. all original than half-price;
AROUND THE MIT KMAXERS1
protein mash the
$10.00 CASH.
ideal for high producing hens kept
in confinement.
During World War II, Axis war
new as can be R & H.
MILKMAKER
$4.35
/
er feeding with good quality rough
EGG-MAIM
prisoners were kept at Ft. Knox
age or pasture.
THE NEWS OFFICE and
$4.7
0
A new low-cot feed designed for
Camp Breckinridge in Kenthe smaller flock having
1948 Ford, 4-dr. 1948 Ply. Commercial Ave. Phone 470 tucky.
24% MILKIVIARM1
access to pasture.
- $4.65
Feed with low quality roughage. Can•
also be used forlight
4-dr.- 1946 Ford 2-dr.
mixing with home-grown grains.
GROW PORK FASTER WITH
i

CLASSIFIED ADS

PURCHASE CAGE
11AGUE FORMED

JUDGE ROBERTS IN
FIRE PROCLAMATI

CARS CARS
CARS!
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Have you been shopping at Forrester's yet
?

Our Christmas Toyland Is Now Open
Self Service - Just Serve Yourself
Most Modern Stocks -Brand Ne w!

LONE OAK SCOUT
GETS HIGH HONOR

Forrester's5810g Store

Southern States Slash Feed Prices

•

40% PORICMA.KER

2-1946 Chev. 1-2-dr.- 1
-4-dr., extra nice, one
with Ky. license.
1-1942 Chev. aero, 1 1939 Chev.- 1 - 1938
Ford and many others.

BYRN MOTOR
SALES
WINGO

$5.84
Designed for feeding with corn
or other grains This balanced supplement will cut growi
ng time as much pi 2
months as compared to corn
alone.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
DOUBLE FEATURE
Roy Rogers
East Side Kids
and Trigger
TlingerN
IN WES"
BRIDGE"
--PLUS-Chapter No. 7-"Mysterious Island"
Color Cartoon-"Willie The Kid"
SUNDAY -- MONDAY -- TUESDAY
JOHN

ARLENE

PAYNE
For better buys and
trades see;
Pete Jackson or
Milford Jobe.

DAHL
In

"CARIBBEAN

15% PORKMAKER

,$4.80
This is a straight feed for fatten
ing hogs after they reach 75
pounds.

"MY MAN AND I"
--Starring--

$5.00
You can feed low quality roughage.
Also for light mixing.

20% DAIRY

$4.25
Can be fed as a straight grain ration
with lower quality
roughage.
16% SPECIAL DAIRY

$3.75
A low-priced ration for the non-commer
cial "family" cow.

COMPLETE and BALANCED
These feeds offer all the minerals
needed for strong bones,including the trace mine
rals. They also supply the balanced protein and
vitamins essential to fast grains. Try them. And
when your
piga reach 76 pounds, switch to one
of the fattening feeds suggested above. With
this program,
you can cut your growing time up to
two months as compared to the time taken when
feeding corn
alone.
20% SOW AND PIG FEE

$5.05

HOMINY FEED

$5.75
For feeding with corn and other grain. MENT
• High in calcium for building strong
, sturdy bones.
• Supplies the required trace minerals.

$3.65

GRISTO SHORTS

For straight feeding without grain. I) .
• Contain" vitamin B-I2 with
anilbiodes.
• Enriched with vitamins A, D,
and Riboflavbs.

35% SOW AND PIG SUPPLE

•$

4.

10

in Technicolor
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY

32% MILIGVIAKER

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

Southern States Fulton Cooperative

402-404 Main Street

OffilkiLL
WEIV

4::•.,11V;at OIL

"WE DELIVER"
Thomas Dublin, Manager

Phone 399
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